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TEHSITE - THE EIISTESCS 0? HIGHLY РАЩЯВР СШЯТ1ТВ

Several Koesbauer atudiea of the iron-carbon system have been accomplished (1, 5). Some of

them /3, 5/ revealed phenomena wlch could not be detected by other means euch as x-ray dif»

fraction, electron diffraction and electron mierosopy. A first eet of studies /3/ dealt with

the room temperature aging of the martenaite phase. Thie showed that carbon atone tend to

cluster. Later, on it was possible to demonstrate that the clusters were in fact email

chains made from the basic doublet configuration 0-C я <III'? and that they rearrange into

small coherent embryos of carbide thus allowing an experimental determination of the auc-

leation of £ carbide /5/. More recently it has been ehown that the £. carbide in tempered

martensite is superparamagnetic whereae in bainite the carbide particles are ferromagnetic

111.

Since it has been shown by electron microscopy that we deal with in situ micleation /6/ thie

paper will be limited to the decomposition product of £ carbide usually reputed to be the

Fe,C cementite or PecCg Hagg carbide. However a careful analysis of the Mossbauer spectre

shows that the situation ia far from being so simple.

The experimental procedure is the same aa for the £ carbide study /7/; the alloys were

prepared in an induction furnace under vacuum and the heat-treatments were carried out on

samples of 5 cm section and 2 mm thickness. The extraction of the carbide, which facilitates

the resolution of the peaks, is done with a 40 % nitric acid and 60 % ethanol react ant. We

ensure that the extraction does not alter the products. Samples are 25 nig/em iron nucleus

thick and the tpparatue is a constant-acceleration 2LR0H device. The presence of Si ia ne-

cessary to stabilize £• carbide. However the tempering mechanism can be thought independent

of thie presence it tha Si content is identical in the matrix and the extracted carbide. We

checked this fact through sevaral observations: the lattice parameter of 6 carbide changes

gradually with the Si content of the matrix; the decomposition temperature increases contin-

uously with the Si content and does not depend upon whether the carbide ia within the matrix

or has been extracted; finally a chemical analysis givas the ваше figure within experiment-

al errors in both cases.

Spectra of well defined carbides

Prom the earlier work mentioned above /7/, we know that the £ carbide, extracted from a tem-

pered aarteneite, is superparamagnetic with a 0.76 + 0.02 mm/sec quadrupole splitting and a

0.36 + 0.02 mm/sec isomer shift (all iaomer shifts are given at room temperature with respect

to standard iron). On the other hand, the carbida extracted from a bainitic etrucimre gives

rise to two sets of magnetically split peaks with fields of 230 t 4 kOe asd 174 - 5 kOe and

isomer shift в of 0.24 and 0.22 mm/sec respectively. These рвс.Ча are superimposed on the

peaks of superparamagnetic & particles. Pigures (la) and ( I D ) are respectively the electron

micrographs of the tempered martensite and of the bainite. They show that the particlee are

about ten times larger in the bainite than in the tempered martenisite. The Moesbauer spect-

rum of 1г
3
С cementite was thoroughly studied by Вешав et el. /8/. It exhibits a single eet

of 6 peaks having a field of 208 ± 2 kOe and an isomer shift of 0.19 ± 0.02 mm/вес. We have

obtained the same values. It is not yet clear «hy a unique eet of рейке ie observed when

there exist two crystallographic sites Pej and Pe
I T
, the numbers of which are in the ratio

1/2 as represented on figure 2. A recent study /9/ claiae to resolve- two sets of peaks only

separated by 2 kOe at room temperature. In the view of this article, the obeeired effecta

are too small to be taken into account.

* T
C.M6 paper i s partially baeed upon a thesis eubmitted by A. Simon in partial fulfilaent of
the requirements for the degree of Doctor es Sciences at the Univeraity of Haney
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We hare repeated Bernas study /8/ of F*
5
Cg Hags carbide, the three crystallogrepbie sites Pe

l f

Pejj, ?*JJJ of figure 2 are In the theoretical retio 2/2/1. The Vf.j end fejj atoms, wnoee

ircaediate environments are alnost the sane at those of Fe^ asd Fe^j atoms in eementite are

responsible of tbe highefft hyperfine field values* i.e., 218 kOe and 186 icOe. However, ainee

they occur In etjual number», it ie not known which ie which /8/. Only ?e
 1 И

 is unambiguously

attributed to the 111 kO* field.

Spectra of carbide extracted from a tempered Ее 1.73 w % С - 0.54 w % Si martenslte

The spectrum of figure 3a, which was obtained at room temperature, corresponds to carbides

extracted from a martensite teapered at 300° C, a temperature at whicb£. carbide begins to
бесоюрове. We note the intense center lines of superpareeagnetic £. carbide /7/. The doublet
ie characterized by 0.7C ± 0.02 ma/eec quadrupole splittirg and a 0,36 - 0.02 ив/sec isoaser
shift. We also note week lines coning free a magnetic cot-pound. They are broad and of unequal

widths, The internal peak* of thifl ferromagnetic compound suggest that the carbide perticlee

so formed are close to superparaiaegnetiem. The «ean hyperfine field 1в 202 ScOe, a value cloee

to that of cementite* In no case can it be attributed to large £ carbide particles, if one
compai-es it with the values already quoted /7/, The spectrum of figure 3b corresponds to
extracted carbides after tempering at 400 C, a temperature which corresponds to the end of
the decoep&sition of £ carbide. Ron et al. /2/ published a spectrum obtained after asimilar
heat-tre&'tment end attributed it to cementite. They pointed out however that the line shape
is not lorcntzian. The apparent widths of the external lines are quite different as wee tbe
case ax 300° C, and the apparent amplitudes of the intermediate lines are parcticelly equal
to thoee of tfee external lines. These facta lead ua to consider the existence of at least
three types of iron atoms which we shall cal А, В, С; the least-aqsmres computer fitting,
using linear contrainta between peak intensities for symmetric nuclear transitions, yields

the hyperfine values of table I. The line widths are around 0.31 ив/вес for the different

peaks and are consistent with the high resolution of the spectrum.

For sites A and С the values are close to those of sites I and XX in the Bigg carbide,

whilst eite В value ia closer to the
+
eeaentlte value. Peak intensities of sites A and С are

equal (their computed ratio ie 0.93 " 0,10). By superimposing computed spectra of Hagg car-

bide and cementite, one obtains analogous characteristics: the intermediate lines appear

as intense as the external lines and the line at the most positive velocity is larger than

the line at t.he moot negative. However, one cannot be sure that the peaks which correspond

to site XXX of Hagg carbide do exist, becr.use the external lines of such a site could lie

at the position of the intermediate lines of the' three sites А, В and C, whilst the other

lines would be hidden by the tails of the central lines which result from the snperparamsg-

netic £ carbide as well as sites А, В and C. The spectrum of figure 3c is obtained after
temperisg at 580° C. One fttds a single set of peaks whose hyperfine characteristics are

those of cementite. However, the line width is about 0.45 mat/эес proving that eites A and С

have not yet completely disappeared. We confirmed that the faint central doublet is due to

uncontrolled superpaxemsLgnetie oxide also observed by /9/ which forced during the carbide

extraction process.

Mature of the carbide obtained by tempering martnsite at 400° С

The detection of sites whose characteristics are dose to those observed in cementite as

well S B those observed in Hagg carbide suggests that the product obtained afia intermediate

tempering at 400° С ie either a aixture of discrete particles of the two carbides or a coo-

pound whose C'jplex structure could accommodate types of Уе-atoas whose environment has hy-

perfine characteristics close to those found in both carbides.

Fro» the electron mieroseopie study, it appears that there exists a eingle type of particle

whose structure is related to a highly faulted cementite. To support this assumption, we

looked for the /Curie temperature of the carbide. If the carbide consisted of two typee of

particles, we ehould observe two separated Curie points, one relative to the cementite around

214° С and the other relative to Hagg carbide around 258° С On the other hand, if the car-

bide is a "faulted cementite"
 s
 one expects e single Curie point which, depends upon the tem-
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pering temperature since the structure of the carbide transforms gradually into the otruo-

ture of welldefined cementite with increasing temperature.

The determination of the Curie temperature by Mosabauer epectroscopy ia Illustrated by the

spectra of figure 4 which were obtained ieothermaUy at 130, 165, 190 and 235° C. The

existence of two distinct Curie points would lead to a collapse of one set of peaks

towards the center at temperatures near to the lower Curie temperature while leaving

the others with a magnetic splitting. Cn the contrary, ae the temperature approaches 235° C,

we note here a gradual depletion of the magnetic aplittiag attributed to all the iron nuclei,

whatever their environment. We have also carried out a theraomagnetic study of the carbides

(figure 5). On increasing the temperature up to 350° C, we obtain one Curie temperature at

242° C. The same point ia obtained Ъу cooling down to room tempersture. A isecond heating up

to Ы О
0
 C, yields a new perfectly reversible Curie point at 236° C. During a third heating

un to 770° C, a Curie temperature of 236 С is found but during cooling, 11: is lowered to

222° C.

One can easily explain these facts if one observes that a Curie temperature! of 236° С lies

between those of cementite (214° C) and of Hagg carbide (258° C). The thermal cycling which

reaches a tempering temperature an high as 770 С allows the depletion of the Curie point

toward that of Fe-jC. It can be seen from figure 3c that the Bturcutre of the carbide is

then very ъЛове to the structure of eementite.

Thus the decomposition product of £ carbide after tempering1 at 400° С poesesee Fe-aiteo who-

se hyperftne charcteristics are close to those nf sites found in cementite and Hagg carbide.

T?e shall try to reconcile these viewpoints by comparing the observed sequence fault to the

structure obtained at higher temperature, i.e. cementite. Only (001) plane aafecta пхч» re-

vealed by electron diffraction (figuare 6) where we observe that the usual iiffraRtien spote

are replaced by streaks directed towards the (001) diffraction spots. 4 systematic search

for erystallographie defeete in cesjsntite can be found in e paper by Bishiyama st el. /10/

and more thoroughly in the work of B. ?ehmitt /11/.

Cementite is composed of a non - Jointing sequence of prismatic layers of Fe-atoma, Such a

layer is represented in figure 2. The relative position of the layers viewed edge—on is Il-

lustrated on figure 7a for the cace of perfect cementite, whilst the three possible (001)

faults are illustrated in figure- 7b, с and d. These feults can be described oy the diepla-

cement vector r of two neighbouring prismatic layers /9/

Figure 7Ъ fault (1) f = 0.277 D + 0.055 с

Figure 7c fault (2) ? = 0.277 o" .+ 0.315 i*

Figure 7d fault (3) f = - 0,5 a - 0.134 Б" - 0.130 t

•where a, t> and t are the translation vectors of the orthorhombic lattice of cementite.

Such faults can modify the carbon content. Fault /1/ maintains the Fe,C formula whatever

the fault density. Fault /2/ leads to an important carbon enrichment; one fault for two layers

would lead to formula Fe,,C. Fault /3/ gives also a carbon rich structure; one fault for two

layere would lead to the structure of Hagg carbide whose formula is Fe^Co. Such a case ie_

shown in figure (2). Only fault /3/ is able to create Fe atone environments aimilar to those

found in Hagg carbide.

The hyperfine values of Sites A an<j С wouia favour (001) feulte of type (3) m ahowa in fig.7do

It would lead locally a stacking similar to that found in Hagg carbide; the Curie temperat-

ure intermediate between the two carbides would be explained. The relative abundance of the

peaks which characterize the fault would give about four faults for ten layers. In spite of

these arguments, it is impossible to exclude fault (2). A perfectly periodic structure asade

of stackZngs similar to fault (2) is not known so that we cannot preclude the byperflne val-

ues of such environments. However, it ie possible to compare these environments to those

found is Hagg carbide. Site II Fe-stoms (figure 7c) have four carbon neighbours; they strong-

ly resemble site II Fe-stoms of figure 7d. We thua expect similar hyperfine values. Site I

Fe-atoms of fault (2) (f jure 7c) only differ from site I Fe-atoms of fault (3) (figure 7d)
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by one "covalent" carbon neighbour, as colled by A. Elchel /12/, whilst three "double bor.d"

carboa neighbours belong to both eavlromaonto. It ia difficult to fcncra if euch a difference

lo very oignificant, as far aa the hyporfine field is concerned. Sitea I end II of fault (2)

could thus be attributed to alteo t ml С of the carbide. Tbe fact, that no field 1G observed

in the vicinity of 111 fcOe would mipport such ая interpretation even though we know that

peaks corresponding to ouch a field would be Imrd to detect under other peaks.

Ctber arguments could be developed In favour of either assumption. Severe! otudies /13, 19/

havt. olelEsd that Hagg carbide ie formed by temperlHg. However, since they иве x-ray dif-

fraction when the peake are really broad and peak positions are close to those of ceaentite

itself, s-гаув are not reliable, fhe x-ray diffraction patterns of the previous eessples ere

shown in figure 9, Ho definite conclusion can be reasonably Bade. Soae of the quoted studies

Lave aleo Bade Cus-ie point detenainationa which cannot alone give Е М С П more information. In

the aupport of fault (3) is the fact tb-t synthesized Hagg carbide la stable in the temper-

ature range shore we obeer^e the faulted sarbide /12/, On the contrary, electron microscopy

atrong^y favoured fault (2) in e eeaontite torssu by cooling dosm the eutectlc liquid of a

3.79 w * С ateel /11/. Iowever this does not allos an extrapolation to a eementlte formed

by tempering a quenched gtructu.-e even theugh it shows that cementite easily accoisodatea

such fati. . i.

In concluelon, the presence of a lot of (001) faults ее revoaled by electron diffraction -a

confirmed by ИоввЬвиег вресьгоисору» However, we ceimot tell yet their very nature with cerw

talisty ее the Hoaebauer churaotarielics are only known for Fe enviionmentB similar to those

found in Hegg carbide.

We eiicald like to thanjt Dr. Senatsur 6*f the aetallurgy Center of Vitry for providing the syn-

thesiised HSgg carbide, for carrying out the issgneSisation aeaeuresjentB ari for en light inr

diseaesions.
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Fig.2, PriEssatic layers forsaed by Fe-stCEa
lef t ! Joiated layers in ^eqGg Hags carbide?

3 cristalloBrapfcle s i tes
right! P9jC ccmcntite: 2 oiteo
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Plg.3. Hassbauer spectra run at room temperature
of carbide extracted from tempered marteneite and
computer f itt ings (reference i s metallic iron)

a) tempering at 300 °C iBainly £• carbide
b) tempering.at 400 °C carbide to identify
o) tempering at 580 °0 msialy cemestlte
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Pig.6. Electron diffraotion pattern of "oemcnt-

ito
B
 showing L.'-еакв aloag the (OOl)g diffraction

opot direction
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Fig.7. Projection of the priinnatic layers on the (001) plane (circles: Ре-atoms, points:
C-atoma)

e) perfect I?e,C cem^ntite
b) sequence fault (1) in eenentite
c) sequence fault (2) in cementite
d) sequence fault (3) in cementite
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glK.8. X-ray diffraction pattern of extracted
carbides fyom Fe-1.75 wtS С - 0.54 S Si alloye

Q) "empering at 300 °C: msinly £ carbide
b) tempering at 400 °G: carbide to identify
c) tempering at 580 C: mainly ceaientite
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